Medisoft® Clinical with
Bright Note Technology™
With the incentives designed to encourage the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) — whether payfor-performance, Medicare, Medicaid or other incentives built into the Economic Stimulus Plan — the decision
to implement an EHR has never been more important.
Now with Bright Note Technology™ the decision to purchase an EHR has never been easier.

One Touch Sets Everything in Motion
Medisoft® Clinical with Bright Note Technology uses dynamic processing power to instantaneously populate
patient data across the entire chart from a single note. Bright Note Technology’s intuitive design helps
physicians feel more comfortable with using an EHR to care for their patients.
It all starts with one note. Using their preferred charting style, physicians and other providers can capture
data in a single screen note. Then, with one touch, searchable patient data instantly synchronizes across
the complete chart.
Medisoft Clinical with Bright Note Technology improves efficiency and enhances clinical reporting and health
outcomes.

Single Note Synchronization
Behind the technology, dot codes help complete the single screen note and then — automatically —
synchronize data to the appropriate folders within the electronic chart. This single note-centric approach
means less time dealing with the EHR and more time caring for patients.

1. Single Screen Charting makes it easy
for physicians to complete the note
using their prefered input method.

2. With one touch, data is instantly

synchronized to appropriate folders
within the chart.

3. Searchable patient data is automatically
generated to help quickly produce
meaningful clinical care reporting.

Bright Note Technology Matches Your
Charting Style

Easily Access Clinical Quality Data

By enabling healthcare professionals to use their preferred

Bright Note Technology helps you quickly search and access
data throughout the entire practice record. The ability to
access patient information and generate meaningful use data
is essential to delivering exceptional health outcomes and

to-use software that supports accuracy and consistency of
patient health records. Input methods include:
Speech Recognition – Providers who prefer to input
verbally can use our advanced speech recognition software
powered by Dragon NaturallySpeaking to quickly enter
patient data.
Templates – Whether input on a digital tablet or personal
computer, custom templates make data collection extremely

By automatically categorizing patient- and practice-level
Technology provides physicians and staff with quick access
to information to optimize reimbursements, facilitate clinical
care reporting and generate pay-for-performance data.

preferences and group’s specialty.
Keyboard – Simply enter the information on a single
screen note and our software does the rest, reducing
keystrokes and eliminating redundancies.
Transcription – Bright Note Technology also supports
transcription if you prefer to dictate live, with a recorder or
using handwritten notes.

About Medisoft Clinical
Medisoft Clinical with Bright Note Technology is a combined practice management and electronic health
record solution that provides a clinical upgrade path to the more than 70,000 providers who use the

Learn more about Medisoft Clinical and Bright Note Technology at www.allstarofficesolutions.com
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